
Art & Music 
 
 
Art CopyworkArt CopyworkArt CopyworkArt Copywork    
 

1. Art Copywork from 19th century book illustrations 
 
2. Little ones can just color in the page. 
 
3. Use simpler artwork, this year.  Or maybe pick a detail. 

• Little Sir Galahad, c. 2! 

• Saved at Sea, c. 3, 4, 11 

• The Bird’s Nest, cover 

• At the Back of the North Wind, p. 31 

• Peter Rabbit! 
 
4. Let them work on a piece for 2 or more weeks. 
 
5. Use graph paper. 
 
6. Prefer Bible-themed artwork. 
 
7. Use art pencils, gum erasers, and colored pencils. 
 
8. Littler children can just color in the example pages. 

 
 
StilStilStilStill Life Drawingl Life Drawingl Life Drawingl Life Drawing 
 

1. Still life—vases, bowls, mugs, flowers, fruit, etc. 
 
2. Alternate with Art Copywork—2 weeks of copywork, 2 weeks or still life. 

 
 
SuppliesSuppliesSuppliesSupplies 
 

1. Art pencils. 
 
2. Can use clipboards, if tables aren’t perfectly smooth. 
 
3. Colored pencils. 
 
4. Graph paper for art copywork. 
 
5. Plain paper for still life. 

 
 
MusicMusicMusicMusic 
 
 Classical Period 



The Wide, Wide World, by Susan Warner, published 1851.

In this chapter, the orphan main character, Ellen, is taught art by the young man 
who has adopted her as an older brother, John.  I took great interest in the method 
for teaching art, in America, at this time!

The Wide, WIde World was a huge bestseller in the 19th century; it even outsold 
Uncle Tom's Cabin.









This is the next mention of Ellen's drawing lessons from the book.  
She continued to advance nicely as the story went on.
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One-point perspective 
Posted May 4, 2012 by arisutton in Uncategorized. Tagged: drawing, perpective. Leave a Comment 

I am going to start this group of lessons with one-point perspective, which is the most basic type of perspective drawing. In 
one point perspective there are two essential items: the vanishing point, and a horizon or eye level line. This image shows 
a basic start for any one-point perspective drawing. 

 
The horizon line must be a horizontal line, but it can start anywhere between the top and bottom of the page. It helps 
establish the eye-level of the viewer. The vanishing point can be locate anywhere along the horizon line for our purposes. 
In this image I have drawn three objects in one-point perspective. 

 
I placed three blocks in perspective on the page. The first is an open block in the center of the page drawn so that the front 
and back are missing. I placed it a bit off center from the vanishing point to make the drawing technique more obvious to 
the viewer. The edges of each of the internal sides is angled toward the vanishing point. The artist can use a ruler or 
straight edge, and align it between the front corners and the vanishing point to make a realistic looking inside of a box. 
Had this been a closed box, one would only have seen the front rectangle, because the object becomes tapered in as it 
moves away from the front. Opening the front and back like this allows the viewer to see the insides of the wall. Notice that 
the box is nearly centered horizontally, so you can see neither the outside top, nor the outside bottom. This will happen 
anytime you draw an object with the bottom below eye-level, and the top above eye-level. 
The box in the lower left corner is completely below the horizon line so that the top of the box is visible to the viewer. By 
tracing from the three corners to the vanishing point the artist can establish the corners, and use them to form the right 
and top walls of the cube, which are visible along with the front. Notice that all horizontal lines that are perpendicular to 
the viewers line of vision must remain horizontal, and all of the vertical lines in the drawing must remain vertical. The 
horizontal lines that are not perpendicular to the angle of the viewer all point to the vanishing point. Hence, you can see 
that the top, right, and front sides of this box look natural as you would see a box oriented this way in reality. 
The top right corner has a box that is completely above the horizon line. All of the explanations for the lower left corner 
box apply, but in this case the viewer can now see the bottom, left, and front of the box. 
A straight road moving toward the vanishing point 



This drawing shows the way  a road disappears into the vanishing 
point. Both sides of the road, and the center line meet at the vanishing point. The dashed line in the center of the road 
should appear to be longer at the bottom of the page with the dashes decreasing in length and become closer together the 
further up the page they go. 
Anything that is parallel to the road will also point to the vanishing point, so if you are lining the sides of the street with 
houses, the top and bottom of the part of the house that faces the road will also point to the vanishing point, and the 
vertical lines will stay vertical. A line of telephone poles, or a fence along the road will also align with the vanishing point. 

 
Road with objects in one point perspective 

In this picture you can see that I added some basic objects that can become part of a more intricate one-point perspective 
drawing. The boxes on the right side of the road are drawn in perspective, and can become buildings or houses. As you can 
see the first building extends above the horizon line, so you can’t see the top or bottom, only the front and left sides. The 
second however, is shorter, so the viewer can see the roof in this view. I left the front box transparent so that you can see 
how the second building is formed. 
For the telephone poles on the left side of the road, I made the assumption that each pole is the same height, so I drew two 
guide lines to help me place the top and bottom of the long cylinders. The first pole to the far left extends below the field of 
vision, so you can’t see the bottom at all. Also notice that all of the poles extend beyond the horizon line, so the viewer 
can’t see the top. We’ll learn more about this when we talk about cylinders in perspective, but the top edge and bottom 
edges of the poles are curved to suggest three dimensionality in this perspective view. Since wires are typically not strung 
so tight on poles that they are straight lines, I once again assumed that the points where they attach to the poles are exactly 
the same heights, and drew guide lines straight to the vanishing point. The wires are curved downward to suggest the slack 
in the lines from pole to pole. The other thing I want you to notice about the poles at this point is that as they recede into 
the image they become narrower, and shorter, and the distance between them gets incrementally less. These are important 
points if you want your one-point perspective drawings to look realistic. 
Notice also that the car is in one-point perspective. It is a simple, boxy shaped car to make the perspective more obvious. 
Horizontal and vertical lines 
As you can see I used a ruler to create all of the straight lines in this sketch. However, I drew the horizontal and vertical 
lines to eye, so they lack the perfection that might be necessary for a cityscape with perfect right angles. Some of the tools 
an artist can use to make better horizontal and vertical lines include rulers, protractors, and t-squares. If you align your 
page perfectly on your drawing table you can use the edge of the paper or table table to guide placement of a ruler at the 
base. Align the t-square with the ruler to make perfect vertical lines. Aligning your ruler along the side of the table or 
paper, then placing your t-square against it will help create perfectly horizontal lines. All other lines must point to the 
vanishing point in one-point perspective. 
 









 






